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Abstract

We use 30 years of intercalibrated HIRS data to produce a 30 year data set of upper
tropospheric humidity with respect to ice (UTHi). Since the required brightness temper-
atures (channels 12 and 6, T12 and T6) are intercalibrated to different versions of the
HIRS sensors (HIRS/2 and HIRS/4) it is necessary to convert the channel 6 brightness5

temperatures which are intercalibrated to HIRS/4 into equivalent brightness tempera-
tures intercalibrated to HIRS/2, which is achieved using a linear regression. Using the
new regression coefficients we produce daily files of UTHi, T12 and T6, for each NOAA
satellite and METOP-A, which carry the HIRS instrument. From this we calculate daily
and monthly means in 2.5◦ ×2.5◦ resolution for the northern mid-latitude zone 30 to10

60◦ N. As a first application we calculate decadal means of UTHi and the brightness
temperatures for the two decades 1980–1989 and 2000–2009. We find that the hu-
midity mainly increased from the 1980s to the 2000s and that this increase is highly
statistically significant in large regions of the considered mid-latitude belt. The main
reason for this result and its statistical significance is the corresponding increase of the15

T12 variance. Changes of the mean brightness temperatures are less significant.

1 Introduction

The detection of climate change is often hampered by the small signal-to-noise ratio
in time series of climate data. The signal, that is often a small trend, can be and is
usually superimposed by a mixture of oscillatory signals (periodic, quasi-periodic, and20

unperiodic), singular signals (e.g. caused by volcano eruptions) and random noise (e.g.
caused by non-systematic measurement errors, see for instance Zerefos et al., 2012).
Generally long (typically decades) time-series of data are required for application of
sophisticated mathematical filter methods such that a trend can not only be detected
but also stated with some statistical confidence (Weatherhead et al., 1998).25
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In the field of satellite data analysis there is only one source of data that provides
such long time-series, that is the suite of instruments on the NOAA series of satellites,
including the HIRS (High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder) radiometers. Nowa-
days also the European METOP (Meteorological Operational Satellite Programme)
satellites carry the HIRS instrument and thus the HIRS dataset spans currently over5

thirty years. Unfortunately, there have been changes to the HIRS instrument over the
years (e.g. channel frequencies, filter functions, changed from HIRS version 2 to the
current HIRS version 4) such that measurements from different satellites cannot be
immediately combined together to form a long time-series. Therefore it was necessary
to foot measurements of different satellites on a common base, that is to intercalibrate10

the data from all the satellites. This has been done in recent years for all channels of
the HIRS instrument (e.g. Shi et al., 2008; Shi and Bates, 2011; Shi, 2013; Chen et al.,
2013), such that one can now work with intercalibrated data from more than 30 years.

Our special interest is to look for changes in upper tropospheric humidity in the long
term. For that purpose we use the method developed by Jackson and Bates (2001),15

based on fundamental work by Soden and Bretherton (1993). The upper tropospheric
humidity, UTH, can be derived from the measured brightness temperatures in HIRS
channels 12 and 6 using the formula

UTH =
exp(a+bT12)

a′ +b′T6
(1)

with regression coefficients a,b,a′,b′ determined by Jackson and Bates (2001). The20

reader is referred to this publication for details of the derivation. The coefficients have
been given for both UTH with respect to liquid water, UTHw, and with respect to ice,
UTHi. A result UTHi > 100 % signifies ice supersaturation. As the weighting kernels of
HIRS channel 12 is sensitive to a deep atmospheric layer roughly between 300 and
500 hPa, UTH has to be interpreted as a kind of mean relative humidity over that layer,25

and UTHi > 100 % only arises when most of this thick layer is supersaturated which
occurs only rarely (only few percent of ice supersaturated layers reach a depth of 3 km
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and more, cf. thickness statistics in Spichtinger et al., 2003a; Treffeisen et al., 2007;
Rädel and Shine, 2007; Dickson et al., 2010).

Jackson and Bates (2001) determined their regression coefficients for the HIRS ver-
sion 2 (HIRS/2) instrument on NOAA-7, but the recent intercalibration of HIRS channels
was based on HIRS/4 on METOP-A. Thus, we either have to determine new regression5

coefficients for the brightness temperatures measured with HIRS/4 (in the following
written T12/4 and T6/4) or, alternatively, we have to determine a method to derive the
HIRS/2 brightness temperatures from the HIRS/4 ones. As the latter alternative is the
simpler, we follow it. Fortunately, an intercalibrated dataset of T12/2 has been prepared
by Shi and Bates (2011) such that we can concentrate on channel 6 now which we10

take from the dataset prepared by Shi et al. (2008). Comparisons of the brightness
temperatures from NOAA-14 with NOAA-15 (transition from HIRS/2 to HIRS/3) and
from NOAA-17 with METOP-A (transition from HIRS/3 to HIRS/4) showed that channel
values of T6 are very similar across the different instrument versions, such that a very
simple solution to our problem would be to ignore these differences and assume that15

T̂6/2 = T6/4 (the hat over T signifies an estimate). This would induce RMS errors of the
order 0.05 % (about 0.125 K). Although this is already very good we decided to reduce
the RMS error further by performing a linear regression.

In the following we develop the regression of T6/2 on T6/4 and introduce simple qual-
ity checks. Using this method we have produced a new UTHi data set that shares the20

file structure with the data set of intercalibrated brightness temperatures (sorted with
respect to satellite, year and date). As we are eventually interested in ice supersatura-
tion (Gierens et al., 2004, 2012) we restrict our data currently to a latitude band from 30
to 60◦ N, because data from other satellites showed almost no ice supersaturation in
the 300 to 500 hPa layer within the tropical latitude band (see for instance Spichtinger25

et al., 2003b; Gettelman et al., 2006). First applications of this new dataset are pre-
sented in Sect. 3 before a summary and an outlook to further plans is given in the final
Sect. 4.
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2 Technical implementation

The regression of T6/2 on T6/4 was developed using all daily data from complete years
of NOAA-12 (1992 to 1996). We use NOAA-12 because the HIRS/2 channel 12 data we
use (from Shi and Bates, 2011) were inter-calibrated to NOAA-12, therefore it makes
sense to also calibrate channel 6 to NOAA-12. During the work on the channel 125

intersatellite calibration several years ago the base satellite was determined in consid-
eration of several factors. First, the satellite needs to have a sufficient length of obser-
vation, preferably longer than five years. Second, the inter–calibrated values are close
to those of the base satellite used in an earlier work of Jackson and Bates (2001) for
easier comparison. And third, the satellite’s drift is relatively small compared to others10

in the HIRS/2 series. From a combination of these factors, NOAA-12 was chosen as
the base satellite in the study of Shi and Bates (2011).

The dataset contains the intercalibrated brightness temperatures T6/4 and in parallel
the original ones measured with the NOAA-12 HIRS/2 instrument, i.e. T6/2. Figures 1
and 3 of Shi (2013) indicate that a linear regression might be sufficient, such that we15

can try:

T̂6/2(λ,β,d ) = I +ST6/4(λ,β,d ), ε(λ,β,d ) = T6/2(λ,β,d )− T̂6/2(λ,β,d ). (2)

We remind that the hat over the T is used to distinguish an estimated brightness tem-
perature from the original value. The geographical coordinates longitude and latitude
are given as {λ,β} and d is the day of the year (1 to 365 or 366). I and S are intercept20

and slope of the regression, respectively. ε is the residuum (that is, the difference be-
tween the original T6/2 and the estimated one, T̂6/2) which eventually has been checked
to have zero mean and no obvious structure (i.e. to contain no strong signals) after ap-
plying the regression. Although some structure remains in the residuum, induced prob-
ably by an annual variation of T6/2 − T6/4, we decided to not use a more sophisticated25

regression because the amplitude of the signal is small and only about a third of the
amplitude of T6/2 − T6/4. Using more than 36 million of data we find for intercept and
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slope:

I = 2.57981, S = 0.98978.

Because the residuals T6/2 − T̂6/2 are typically three times smaller than the difference
T6/2 − T6/4, as shown in Fig. 1, the error induced on the retrieval of UTHi via the factor
1/PH is smaller when the regression is used than when the difference between T6/25

and T6/4 is ignored. The RMS error is 0.03 %. Figure 2 shows this contribution to the
overall uncertainty (for the derivation of the error estimates, see the Appendix). Note
that the uncertainty of T6/4 itself is not considered in this figure.

In their original method Jackson and Bates (2001) discarded all measurements
where T6/2 − T4/2 < 20 K, and Gierens et al. (2004) followed this practice. Generally,10

the relation between channel 4 brightness temperatures from different HIRS designs
differs much more from a y = x line than for channel 6 (Figs. 1 and 3 of Shi, 2013). Also
the annual variation of the difference T4/2 − T4/4 is less smooth than that of the chan-
nel 6 brightness temperatures. Thus we decided to not try a regression for channel 4.
Instead, we replace the original criterion by Jackson and Bates (2001) with a corre-15

sponding one for HIRS/4, i.e. T6/4−T4/4 < 20 K, and additionally we compute the upper
tropospheric humidity with respect to liquid water, UTHw, and discard all measurements
with UTHw > 100 %.

As stated above, the analysis is restricted to an extratropical latitude band where we
expect some ice supersaturation (30 to 60◦ N), all brightness temperatures are cloud-20

cleared, and from the almost 50◦ swath angle of the HIRS instruments we use only the
central 33◦ (scan positions 11 to 46) because the regressions are strictly valid only for
nadir viewing.

For potential users interested in UTH with respect to either water or ice we can also
reformulate Eq. (1) so that T6/4 appears directly, that is25

UTH =
exp(a+bT12/2)

a′ +b′(I +S T6/4)
=

exp(a+bT12/2)

a′′ +b′′T6/4
(3)
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with a′′ = a′+b′I and b′′ = b′S, where {a′,b′} can be obtained from Jackson and Bates
(2001) and {I ,S} are given above.

3 First examplary results

As a first application of the UTHi data we compute decadal means of the periods 1980–
1989 and 2000–2009 for the chosen zone of 30 to 60◦ N and with 2.5◦ ×2.5◦ spatial5

resolution. These means together with a map of their differences are shown in Fig. 3.
We find a general increase in UTHi from the subtropics towards the arctic, typically
with values lower than 30 % at 30◦ N and values above 40 % at 60◦ N for both periods.
This behaviour is expected. From that figure it also appears that UTHi has increased at
most locations from the 1980s to the 2000s. The increase is however nowhere larger10

than a few percent and some regions even show a slight decrease in humidity. Before
we start interpreting these changes we look at their statistical significance in Fig. 4.
We show in the upper panel the standard deviations of UTHi for the first decade, 1980
to 1989, based on the monthly averages in each grid box. These are mostly less than
10 % (in relative humidity units), but over Siberia and the Canadian arctic islands and15

between Turkey, middle East and China there are larger variances. The middle panel
shows how these standard deviations have changed from the earlier to the later (2000–
2009) decade. It appears that not only the mean values have increased, but the vari-
ances did so as well. The lower panel shows the statistical significance values of the
UTHi differences of the mean values based on a t test for each pixel. Because of the20

changed variances we used a t test that accounts for different variances (the IDL t test
routine has a corresponding switch). Trials with a simple t test (assuming equal vari-
ances) and a non-parametric (Mann–Whitney U) test all gave similar results. Evidently
there are large regions with highly significant increases of the mean UTHi. Insignificant
values are found predominantly in regions with large variance.25

Similar investigations can be done with the two involved brightness temperatures.
Decadal averages and their respective differences are shown in Figs. 5 and 7, the
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standard deviations, their change over two decades, and statistical significance values
of the changes of the means based on monthly averages are presented in Figs. 6 and
8, respectively. Obviously, T6 decreased almost everywhere, while T12 shows increases
and decreases. This alone would hardly explain an average increase of UTHi, as we
can see from the equations provided in the Appendix when we insert the decadal dif-5

ferences of the brightness temperatures for ∆T6 and ∆T12. Moreover the brightness
temperature changes are at many locations insignificant where we have significant
changes of UTHi in spite of this fact. In order to understand this surprising result we
have performed Monte-Carlo experiments (that is, made statistical tests on random
series of brightness temperatures and resulting humidity values where we knew the10

distribution from which the brightness temperatures were drawn). It turned out that sig-
nificant changes in UTHi can result from increase of the T12 variance combined with
a decrease of its mean. Changes in the distribution of T6 are less important (Eqs. A2
and A3 show that a change of T12 changes UTHi about five times as much as the
same change of T6). That an increase of the variance of T12 can lead to an increase of15

the mean UTHi is understandable from the nonlinear functional dependence between
these two quantities: the increase of UTHi due to a negative ∆T12 is larger than the
corresponding decrease due to the same but positive ∆T12. Increases of UTHi are en-
hanced when T12 means are decreasing together with an increasing variance, while
decreases of UTHi are damped when T12 means are increasing together with an in-20

creasing variance.
Indeed, over mid-Asia along the latitude belt centred at about 50◦ N for example, it

appears that there are statistically significant increases in UTHi from the 1980s to the
2000s which are consistent with decreasing T12 means and increasing T12 variances.
On the other hand, insignificant decreases in UTHi over southern Asia (at 30–35◦ N)25

are associated with increasing T12 means and increasing T12 variances over those
regions. It should be noted here that significant increases in UTHi may also result
from significant decreases in T12 with small changes in T12 variances (e.g., over the
southern part of the North Atlantic), whereas significant UTHi decreases may result
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from significant increases in T12 for example over southeast Asia around 30◦ N and
120◦ E.

Systematic diurnal temperature variations (daily temperature range) in combination
with drifting satellite overpass times can pretend changing brightness temperatures
that have no climatological basis. Thus we have to check whether such effects could5

corrupt our analysis. Fortunately this is rather improbable. The diurnal variations of
both T6 and T12 are generally small (no more than 0.2 K in average) for northern mid-
latitudes (Lindfors et al., 2011). When both ascending and descending passes (two
different observation times in a day) are averaged together, the diurnal effect on the
differences is even smaller. Thus, if there would be a systematic effect at all, it would be10

small. But even these small effects will average out over ten years with many different
satellites employed. Thus we do not expect such an impact on the interdecadal change
of the mean values of the brightness temperatures. The variances could grow if the
satellite overpass times would vary more during the 2000s than the 1980s. But we see
no reason to believe this and the standard deviations shown in Figs. 6 and 8 are much15

larger than the diurnal variations in the two considered channels. Thus we deem our
analysis is robust against a potential conspiracy of orbit drifts and diurnal temperature
variations.

4 Summary and outlook

We have used 30 years of intercalibrated data of HIRS brightness temperatures to20

derive a corresponding data set of upper tropospheric humidity. We used the method
described by Jackson and Bates (2001) to determine UTHi from two brightness tem-
peratures, T12 and T6. In doing so, we could directly use the coefficients provided by
these authors for T12, since a set of channel 12 brightness temperatures intercalibrated
to the HIRS version 2 on NOAA-12 was already available (Shi et al., 2008). Yet for T625

we only had a complete data set intercalibrated to HIRS version 4 on METOP-A. This
implied that the original coefficients a′ and b′ of Jackson and Bates (2001) could not
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be used anymore. We solved this problem and determined new coefficients a′′ and b′′

by a linear regression between all T6 data measured with HIRS/2 on NOAA-12, T6/2,
and their counterpart values intercalibrated to HIRS/4, T6/4. This resulted eventually in
Eq. (3), which gives UTHi as a function of T12/2 and T6/4.

Using this we have produced daily data files with UTHi, T12/2, and intercalibrated5

T6/2 based on the regression from T6/4 for the NH mid-latitude zone 30 to 60◦ N. These
raw data have then been regridded to 2.5◦ ×2.5◦ resolution, and monthly means files
have been produced. These have in turn been used for a first application to calculate
decadal means for the decades 1980–1989 and 2000–2009. The difference field of
these means, the standard deviations between the each 120 monthly mean values for10

each grid box, and the statistical significance of the change of the means has been de-
termind. It turned out that UTHi increased at many locations by a few percent with large
statistical significance, whereas the brightness temperature means changed often in-
significantly. The significance of the change in the means of UTHi is mainly explained
by an increase in the variance of the brightness temperature distributions at many lo-15

cations.
Such evaluations can of course readily be extended to the whole globe and this will

be done in the near future. We have restricted our study to the mid-latitudes because
it served as a first test and because of our prime interest in the occurrence of ice-
supersaturation, which HIRS channel 12 detects mainly in the extratropics (because it20

is sensitive between roughly 300 and 500 hPa). For studies of UTHi itself such a re-
striction is not necessary. Further plans are to study the variability of UTHi on different
time and space scales. The analysis should include short and longer-term variations
(e.g. seasonal, El Niño/Southern Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation, solar cycle and
long-term trends).25

In terms of ice-supersaturation we especially want to know whether there is a trend
in the frequency of occurrence of ice supersaturation and if so, if it is statistically
significant. Furthermore, whether the mean supersaturation and the occurrence fre-
quency of extreme values are changing. Since natural cirrus formation requires quite
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high supersaturation values, answers to these questions are directly relevant for our
expectations of the development of cirrus cloudiness in a future warmer climate.

Appendix A

Error calculation

We provide here the formulae for calculation of the error of the resulting UTH due to5

errors in the brightness temperatures, T12 and T6. The total derivative of UTH is

dUTH =
∂UTH
∂T6

dT6 +
∂UTH
∂T12

dT12 (A1)

with the partial derivatives

∂UTH
∂T6

=
−b′exp(a+bT12)

(a′ +b′T6)2
= UTH

−b′

a′ +b′T6
(A2)

and10

∂UTH
∂T12

=
b exp(a+bT12)

a′ +b′T6
= UTHb. (A3)

Note that b,b′ are negative, thus ∂UTH/∂T6 > 0 while ∂UTH/∂T12 < 0. Further, both
a+bT12 and a′ +b′T6 decrease with increasing brightness temperature because of
the negative values of b and b′. Thus, ∂UTH/∂T12 approaches zero from below for
T12 → 270 K (consistent with Fig. 13 of Jackson and Bates, 2001, lower part) while15

∂UTH/∂T6 must increase for T6 → 270 K (as in our Fig. 2, but inconsistent with Fig. 13
of Jackson and Bates, 2001, upper part).
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The relative error of UTH is proportional to the relative error of T6 and proportional to
the absolute uncertainty of T12,(
∆UTH
UTH

)
=

−b′T6

a′ +b′T6
·
(
∆T6

T6

)
+b∆T12. (A4)

The first rhs term is what is shown in our Fig. 2, that is, it is equivalent to
∆(1/PH)/(1/PH), the relative error of (1/PH). For use with Eq. (3) we have simply to5

replace the single-primed with the double-primed coefficients, but the differences are
very small. The uncertainty in channel 12 contributes typically about 5 times as much
to the relative error of UTH than the uncertainty in channel 6.
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must increase for T6 → 270 K (as in our figure 2, but in-350

consistent with Figure 13 of Jackson and Bates, 2001, upper
part).

The relative error of UTH is proportional to the relative
error of T6 and proportional to the absolute uncertainty of
T12,355 (
∆UTH

UTH

)
=

−b′T6

a′ + b′T6
·
(
∆T6

T6

)
+ b∆T12. (A4)

The first rhs term is what is shown in our figure 2, that is,
it is equivalent to ∆(1/PH)/(1/PH), the relative error of
(1/PH). For use with equation 3 we have simply to replace
the single-primed with the double-primed coefficients, but360

the differences are very small. The uncertainty in channel 12
contributes typically about 5 times as much to the relative
error of UTH than the uncertainty in channel 6.
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Fig. 2. Relative error incurred to the prefactor (1/PH) of the UTHi

calculation via errors in the estimated channel 6 brightness temper-
ature, that is due to the regression with T6/4. Measurement errors
of T6/4 are not taken into account for this calculation. The relative
error is PH∆(1/PH) =−[(b′T6)/(a

′ + b′T6)] · [(∆T6)/T6]. The
red line represents the true values (0% error), the other lines show
the relative errors of 1/PH for ±0.05% (outer lines in green and
light blue) and for ±0.03% error in T6 (inner dark blue and violet
curves).

Fig. 2. Relative error incurred to the prefactor (1/PH) of the UTHi calculation via errors in the
estimated channel 6 brightness temperature, that is due to the regression with T6/4. Mea-
surement errors of T6/4 are not taken into account for this calculation. The relative error is
PH∆(1/PH) = −[(b′T6)/(a′ +b′T6)] · [(∆T6)/T6]. The red line represents the true values (0 % er-
ror), the other lines show the relative errors of 1/PH for ±0.05 % (outer lines in green and light
blue) and for ±0.03 % error in T6 (inner dark blue and violet curves).
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Fig. 3. Decadal means of upper tropospheric humidity with respect to ice for the decades 1980-1989 and 2000-2009 and the difference of
these means from all available HIRS observations during the respective periods. Spatial resolution is 2.5◦×2.5◦ and shown is the zone 30◦N
to 60◦N.

Fig. 3. Decadal means of upper tropospheric humidity with respect to ice for the decades 1980–
1989 and 2000–2009 and the difference of these means from all available HIRS observations
during the respective periods. Spatial resolution is 2.5◦×2.5◦ and shown is the zone 30 to 60◦ N.
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Fig. 4. Top panel: Map of standard variations of upper tropospheric humidity based on monthly averages for the decade 1980-1989. Middle
panel: Map of the change of these standard variations between 2000-2009 and 1980-1989. Bottom panel: Statistical significance values for
the difference of two decadal means of UTHi based on t-tests with unequal variances for each pixel. Resolution as in figure 3.

Fig. 4. Top panel: Map of standard variations of upper tropospheric humidity based on monthly
averages for the decade 1980–1989. Middle panel: Map of the change of these standard vari-
ations between 2000–2009 and 1980–1989. Bottom panel: statistical significance values for
the difference of two decadal means of UTHi based on t tests with unequal variances for each
pixel. Resolution as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Decadal means of channel 12 brightness temperature for the decades 1980-1989 and 2000-2009 and the difference of these means
from all available HIRS observations during the respective periods. Resolution as in figure 3.Fig. 5. Decadal means of channel 12 brightness temperature for the decades 1980–1989 and

2000–2009 and the difference of these means from all available HIRS observations during the
respective periods. Resolution as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6. Top panel: Map of standard variations of channel 12 brightness temperature based on monthly averages for the decade 1980-1989.
Middle panel: Map of the change of these standard variations between 2000-2009 and 1980-1989. Bottom panel: Statistical significance
values for the difference of two decadal means of T12 based on t-tests with unequal variances for each pixel. Resolution as in figure 3.

Fig. 6. Top panel: Map of standard variations of channel 12 brightness temperature based
on monthly averages for the decade 1980–1989. Middle panel: Map of the change of these
standard variations between 2000–2009 and 1980–1989. Bottom panel: Statistical significance
values for the difference of two decadal means of T12 based on t tests with unequal variances
for each pixel. Resolution as in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 7. As figure 5, but for T6.
Fig. 7. As Fig. 5, but for T6.
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Fig. 8. As figure 6, but for T6.Fig. 8. As Fig. 6, but for T6.
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